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0. INTRODUCTION 
In some study of differential equations and domain functionals (cf. 
Garabedian and Schiffer [l], Joseph [2]) relating to elliptic operators, the 
property of continuous differentiability of the important functions and 
functionals with respect to the appropriate parameters is vital. It seems usual 
to justify the assumption of this property by reference to a work of Hilbert [3] 
on integral equations. But each of the differential systems usually considered 
has not only its equivalent in an integral equation but also its corresponding 
variational problem. It is therefore expected that this property is deducible 
from the variational formulation, and how this can be done is here explored 
with a very simple case. 
1. CONTINUOUS DIFFERENTIABILITY OF THE SOLUTION OF A BIHARMONIC 
EQUATION, RELATIVE TO POISSON’S RATIO 
Consider the following problem to determine # satisfying 
A%,b=f in D 
*=o 
l-0 a* A$---...--= o on aD 
P an 
(l-1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where f EL&D), (T is Poisson’s ratio, p is the radius of curvature on the 
boundary aD of D, a domain in the Euclidean plane. Let W~“‘{O} be the linear 
subset of Wi2)(D) consisting of elements of it which vanish on aD. The 
imbedding of Wi2)(D) in C(D) is completely-continuous (cf. Sobolev [4]). 
Hence Wi2’{O) is a complete subspace of W;“(D). 
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It is appropriate for the present investigation to define I] I],:) by: 
(1.4) 
Define on Wi”){O] the quadratic functional H0 by 
fJw1 = / [(gg)’ + 20 2 3 + ($)” + 2(1 - u) (g-,‘l (1.5) 
and its associated symmetric bilinear functional by 
+ 2(1 - u) ?!!L EL/ . 
axay ax ay 
It is known (cf. Mikhlin [5]) that the variational problem equivalent to the 
differential system (1 .I )-( 1.3), is to determine the unique extreme point of the 
quadratic functional 
@%I = ff”Vl - Xh ~9, (1.7) 
defined on Wi21{O} where f EL,(D) and (f, 3) is the inner product jr+. 
We shall assume on physical basis that a E (0, 1). 
Corresponding to an arbitrary u,, in (0, 1) let $,, be the extreme point of 
Go. GQ can be shown to have Frechet derivative at every point of Wi2){O}, 
and hence as proved in Vainberg [6] we have that the operator 
i.e. P(u,, , I,&) E ( WA2’{O})* and is the nul element. 
Define an operator 
P : (0, 1) x l@‘{O}-t (w;‘(o))* 
as follows 
P(u, #) = =Ti4 *I - (f, *>. (1.9) 
Examining (1.8) and (1.9) we see that the problem of proving the continuous 
differentiability of #,, w.r.t. u at u0 is bound up with the problem to show that 
the implicit function P of (a, I/J) can be solved explicitly for # in terms of u 
and that the explicit relation is continuously differentiable at u0 . 
Since we now obviously require the Implicit Function Theorem (cf. 
Kantorovich and Akilov [7]) we should see whether its conditions are valid 
176 s0\&YPiiu1 
for P. (Please note that in the interest of legibility the different norms of the 
different spaces are indicated only when necessary.) 
THEOREM. Let Q be any open set in (0, 1) Y W~2){O} corztaining (oO , li,,,). 
The operator P dejined by (1.9) has the following properties 
(PI) P is continuous at (uO, &). 
Pa quo , $0) = 0. 
(P3) P$’ exists in Sz and is continuous at (cru , &,). 
(P4) P*‘(a, , z&J has a continuous linear inverse, r. 
(P5) P,’ exists in B and is continuous at (u,, , &,). 
LEMMA. The following inequality holds 
II PC,, $4 II G 2 II * II@ t ilf II& - 
Reason : 
(1.10) 
Assuming Holder’s Inequality in the form 
j ; 4) I XiWYiW I < (J c 4) I x,(t) lpjl’p (j 1 (Y&) 1 yi(t) pjl’* 
where ai > 0 for all t in the domain of integration, and noting that 
O<u<l,O<l--o<l wehavethat, 
I ff”M1~l I G [J @j” + c (g-j” + CJ ($$i’ + (3,” 
+ 2(1 - 0) g$j2/y2 
which further reduces to 
Hence 
I WV4 41 I G 2 II * II II 4 II . (1.11) 
I Ph $)(d) I G 2 II ti llw,cz) II 4 Ilwp + Ilf llLz II 4 lI,p) 
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and therefore, 
II f% t4 II d 2 II 4 II,?) + Ilf II=., 
thus proving (1. IO) and the continuity of P(u, I/) 
PROOF OF (Pl). Consider, 
II WJ, $4 - fTu0 9 #o) II = sup I P(u, #) ($9 - P(% , &I) ($) I 
11611=1 
= sup I HULA 41 - fmf4l , $1 I11011=1 
+ sup I H”“M, 41 - H”%$l, $1 * 
ll811=1 
We note the following 
I fof6 41 - ~“W, $1 I G I (J - 00 I II 9 II II 4 II (1.12) 
I ~%4 $1 - ~“Wo ,41 I = I fq# - 90 9 $1 I < 2 II 4 - $0 II II 4 II , (1.13) 
using (1.11). 
Hence 
II WJ, $4 - &Jo 9 40) II G I CT - 00 I II 3 II + 2 II * - $0 II (1.14) 
and since # can be kept bounded, (1.14) proves (Pl). 
PROOF OF (P2). This already exists between (1.7) and (1 A). 
PROOF OF (P3). By definition, 
fyu, 4) = fq+4 -1 - ( f, -). 
Thus 
Pd’(U, $4 = fm*, *I (1.15) 
where 
The term on r.h.s. of (1.15) depends only on u and not on #, and since from 
(1.12) 
it follows that 
II ff”L.9 -1 - H”O[., .I I/ d I u - uo I 
which proves (P3). 
409/28/I-12 
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PROOF OF (P4). We observe that P,‘(u,, , $a) is the second Frechct 
derivative of Ho0 at #,, . Hence 
P&‘(qj , $0) E [wp{o} + [Wj2’{O) + 911. 
Also (cf. Kantorovich and Akilov [7]) a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of l’the linear continuous inverse of P,‘(u, , #a) is that there 
exist a number la > 0 for every 4 E W~2’{O} such that 
II P4’(oo 9 h) [A -1 II 2 m II 4 II 
i.e. by (1.15) 
II ff”Th .I /I 3 m II 9 II . 
But we note that 
so that 
Pdl’(~o t Y&J) M 41 G II d II II Pti’(% Y 94lI [A *I II 
i.e. 
Ho0[41 G II 4 II II H”“[+, .I. (1.16) 
Now for any 4 E W~2){O} the following inequalities hold (cf. Mikhlin [5]) 
H’Y#d 2 011 [(g)” + 2 (&)’ + ($j’] (1.17) 
Ho%1 2 B s [(g)’ + (z)‘] (1.18) 
H”“[~l 3 Y j 4” (1.19) 
where CX, /3, y are strictly positive constants. Thus if we define 
3m = min[ol, /I, ~1, we shall obtain 
HWI 2 m II 4 112, m > 0. (1.20) 
Putting this in (1.16) gives 
which proves (P4). 
II HUT+, .I II 2 m II 4 II , (1.21) 
PROOF OF (P5). That P has a partial derivative w.r.t. cr in Q is easily 
shown since Ho is a polynomial in o, so also is the fact that P,’ is continuous at 
(5 9 Al). 
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It follows from conditions (Pl>(P5) and the Implicit Function Theorem 
that there exists a uniquely defined operation F in some neighborhood Q,,0 
of us in (0, 1) with the properties 
(Fl) P(u, F(a)) = 0 vu E .Qo, 
(F2) F&J = $o 
(F3) F is differentiable at a,, . 
But CT,-, was arbitrary hence the assertions are valid throughout (0, 1). 
In order to assert the continuous differentiability of F it is still necessary 
to prove the existence of higher partial derivatives of P w.r.t. u and 4. This, 
however is not difficult and in fact most derivatives vanish. 
2. CONCLUSION 
In the above we have explored the possibility of using the Implicit Function 
Theorem in proving continuous differentiability of a parameter dependence. 
From the foregoing it is expected that the above technique will succeed 
with any quadratic functional of the form Q(U) - 2( f, U) provided the homo- 
geneous quadratic functional @ is positive definite and the parameter depend- 
ence is analytic. The former is necessary for the invertibility of the second 
Frechet derivative of the functional. There are important cases, notably 
eigenvalue problems, where the second Frechet derivative may not be 
invertible at an extremal. Such cases lead to the problem of Branch Points, 
which is not covered by the above analysis. 
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